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Bus Vision has three phases

Phase I is the report

Phase II will be a year long dialogue with customers and 

non-customers

Phase III will be a set of changes growing out of the 

Phase II dialogue

Study was initiated in 2020 (pre-pandemic) to evaluate 

CTA bus network and how well it serves Chicago and 

surrounding suburbs

Report to be released this month

BUS VISION





The frequent bus route grid is sound

The study does not find major flaws in the bus 

network structure

Service duplication and waste are minimal

The bus grid is not as frequent as it once was

Service levels are lower than 15 years ago

The service cuts made in 2009-2010 have not been 

restored

This lack of frequency impedes ridership growth

Bus Vision will outline what we can do with

increased resources

BUS VISION REPORT HIGHLIGHTS



Ridership collapsed in 2020 and has not fully 

recovered, but we are moving forward

Surveys showed that pandemic-era riders were 

essential riders, and were disadvantaged

Morning and afternoon peaks remain the most 

productive times of the day, peak ridership has 

returned gradually but steadily

People making essential trips are often riding at 

off-peak times

COVID-19 LESSONS LEARNED







Report release effort will kick off in the coming weeks 

with a professional services contract

Phase II will focus on public outreach in 2024

Allow CTA to share findings and have public 

conversations about the CTA bus network with all 

stakeholders

We want to not just meet, but exceed our customers 

expectations

The ultimate goal is to improve the CTA travel 

experience

Phase III will identify system-wide and sub-regional 

service changes based on Phase II public feedback in 

late 2024

BUS VISION – NEXT STEPS



BUS VISION WILL INFORM THE CHOICES
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